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LETTER FROM THE CHIEF
ACFR has always striven to raise the bar in the services we
provide our customers, both internal and external. We
always appreciate the correspondence from our
community, thanking our men and women for the
professional and caring services they provide. But, we
must asked ourselves, “Is this enough, and does it
accurately measure and evaluate our success?”
Recently, our District Board of Directors supported Chief
Staff’s proposal to begin the process of becoming an
accredited agency through the Commission on Fire
Accreditation International. This is a long and arduous
process, and the efforts that have been put forth are
remarkable, from the newest Firefighter up to the Board
of Directors.
The accreditation process requires that our doors be
opened wide, allowing everyone to look in and not only
see what we excel at, but those of which we do not. It has
caused us to study our failures and embrace the
opportunities to improve. As we meet the challenges that
we face today, we must also plan for those that will knock
on our door tomorrow. The Strategic Plan that follows
helps us accomplish that. It a vital component in the accreditation process, but is an important document all
on its own. As the accreditation process helps us to understand who we are, and highlights areas that we
may need to improve upon, this strategic plan is the map that helps us get there.
As the Chief of a newly merged Fire District I have anticipated this Strategic Plan as much as anybody. It is
great to finally be able to provide formal direction to our organization, and to define our our mission, visions,
values and goals to our members and the community. I appreciate all the time and effort it took to create
this document. It reflects who all of you are; dedicated and caring professionals.
I am proud to be the Fire Chief of such a great organization, and I believe our motto rings true:

Serving with Integrity and Compassion”
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Mission Statement
“Adams County Fire Rescue is a progressive, well prepared
emergency response organization that enhances our community
by providing compassionate, professional, high quality fire,
rescue, EMS, and prevention services.”

Motto
“Serving with integrity and compassion.”

Organizational Values
Our organizational values have been established by our
Professional Standards Committee and summarized using the
acronym “WE ARE ACFR”. An expanded explanation follows.
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STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS
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STRATEGIC GOALS & OBJECTIVES
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STRATEGIC GOAL I
Invest in Human Resources
Adams County Fire Rescue embraces culture and environment as
cornerstones in the organization. Effective communications ensure that we
are always striving to provide a high level to our most dynamic assets, our
personnel.
Our strategic planning does identify a deficiency in key positions involving
external and internal communications, a need for transparency and
communication that flows more freely, up and down.

Objective A: Invest and grow into a culture that promotes communication that is open and responsible,
fostering trust and confident on a daily basis.

Step 1

Develop a communication model that is flexible, dynamic and responsive.
communications that are consistent and accurate.

Providing

Step 2

Interact with employees and confirm the model in place is meeting the desired outcome.

Objective B: All Employees are different, acknowledge that differences are key and in doing so, foster an
environment of inclusion and growth.

Step 1

Improve familiarity, understanding and use of present positive personnel performance
program.

Step 2

Create and develop a more comprehensive pathway for promotional opportunities.

Step 3

Task books are helpful tools for promotional opportunities. Continue to develop and
implement.

Step 4

Develop a system that anticipates retirement, turnover, and growth. Succession planning
ensures a positive process for those leaving and those who will replace personnel.

Objective C: Continue to recognize emergency services place personnel in difficult positions. Focusing on
employee well-being and the stress factors that are part of daily operations.

Step 1

Develop a consistent model for EAP visits and communication from peer support team on a
regular basis.

Step 2

Develop a consistent format for improving our fitness.
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STRATEGIC GOAL II
Ensure that the organizational services provided match the needs, risk, and
standards in an all hazard response system.
Adams County Fire Rescue during stakeholder interaction, recognized the need for more
transparency in our emergency response system.
Identification of a more fluent and consistent model for interaction with our special
operations teams.
Consistent flow of information through prevention and planning.

Objective A: Improve our delivery model, emphasizing on staffing, apparatus, response times, and
resources.

Step 1

Increase staffing to a minimum of 25 personnel per day. Creating this would allow the
implementation of a full time Safety and Medical Officer (SAM) position.

Step 2

Develop a consistent format for purchasing apparatus.

Step 3

Develop and implement response performance benchmarks.

Step 4

Measure effectiveness through records management, improved technologies, and data
driven decision making.

Objective B: Implement a consistent internal component for special teams. Assure readiness through
training and deployment opportunities

Step 1

Ensure staffing levels are adequate and are placed appropriately.

Step 2

Develop an internal training component for our personnel. Ensure a level of understanding
for those who are not Subject Matter Expert’s.

Step 3

Ensure standards are being reviewed and maintained.

Step 4

Work with partners on a more consistent basis.
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Objective C: Work to resolve open vacancies in key roles, deliver a marketing plan that is educational and
ensures community involvement.

Step 1

Fill key role of Public Information Officer (PIO) position, ensure that the position is fluent
with communication and stakeholder needs.

Step 2

Ensure connection with the community provides engagement, education, and awareness.

Step 3

Develop a standard for reporting through social media outlets that is timely, pertinent and
supports the districts interaction within the community.

Step 4

Work with partners on a more consistent basis.
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STRATEGIC GOAL III
Ensure the dispatch center provides consistent information, working with agencies
whom use multiple platforms for communication and command.
Adams County Fire Rescue has identified areas which affect our organization
through the dispatch centers. Our intent is to assure the information relayed
is consistent and accurate.
Our agency has adopted multiple platforms for communication and
command functions. Ensure that dispatch and neighboring agencies are using
the same and are fluent in the process.

Objective A: Consistent information through dispatch center to ensure agency is meeting standards set
forth.

Step 1

Work with agency partners in task force, monitor dispatch center for desired outcomes.

Step 2

Use of data analysis to ensure standards set for time are being met and are accurate.

Step 3

Continue working with multiple dispatch centers to achieve a combined Computer Aided
Dispatching (CAD to CAD) solution.

Objective B: Use of multiple platforms for communication and command models.

Step 1

Ensure dispatch center and agency work to assure that the command terminology is
understood and is the norm.

Step 2

Continue working towards a standard in command terminology and platforms used to track
accountability.

Step 3

Implement solutions that enable smooth management of projects, committees,
communication, data, archiving and information sharing with external stakeholders.
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STRATEGIC GOAL IV
Ensure relationships with neighboring agencies, community organizations and
leaders, is consistent and meets desired outcomes for stakeholders.
Adams County Fires Rescue understands the value of fostering
relationship with our public safety, health, education, business and
governmental organizations.
Interaction with our stakeholders encouraged building current and
future relationships.
Partnerships with neighboring agencies provides effective coverage,
efficient response times, and fosters opportunities to train and work
together. These actions may be used to facilitate future opportunities to consolidate agencies for a more
effective, efficient, cost savings response model that develops richer relationships.
Objective A: Build relationships with community organizations, enrich relationships with agencies in
district.

Step 1

Define what the expectation should be with community businesses and leaders. Ensure that
the district is consistent with information sharing and active in participation during events.

Step 2

Actively engage with law enforcement, ensure expectations are met for both entities.

Step 3

Continue working on ways to interact with district businesses, build on the platform that is
already there.

Objective B: Evaluate partnerships with neighboring agencies, improve response, planning and training

Step 1

Assess our district and neighboring agencies strengths, weaknesses and needs

Step 2

Evaluate opportunities where sharing and/or merging resources with our neighbor agencies,
can result in a favorable outcome for our combined citizen’s needs.

Step 3

Work in partnership with neighboring agencies to assure joint training is consistent, timely
and on a regular basis

Step 4

Share responsibilities with neighboring agencies in training personnel on language and
command functions within the Blue Card System.
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STRATEGIC GOAL V
Maintain Financial stability through sound management and sustainability in
efficient budgeting by being fiscally responsible and ensuring safeguards are in
place.
Our community has always supported us when we have requested more
funding whether it be through mill levy increases and/or bond issues. We
are committed to manage our funds and tax dollars to enable the District
to provide our community the highest levels of service adopted in our
strategic planning.
We recently merged two Fire Districts which has strengthened our
financial position and has allowed for Capital improvements without
additional funding.
We are always looking into the future for opportunities to broaden and provide better services through
partnerships, collaboration, and unity with our neighboring Fire Agencies.
Objective A: Utilize current revenue resources while ensuring a balanced budget by avoiding over
expenditures.

Step 1

Ensure level of service are in line with current funding resources.

Step 2

Utilize program managers to reduce expenditures through regional purchasing and
eliminating duplication of resources.

Step 3

Maintain unrestricted fund balances for unforeseen expenses, contingency and economic
uncertainties.

Objective B: Manage revenue resources to support future financial needs and sustainability of programs,
replacement plans and adopted levels of service.

Step 1

Forecast economic outlooks and analyze financial risks annually.

Step 2

Actively seek out opportunities for alternative funding resources (grants, federal funding
mechanisms, impact fees, etc.).

Step 3

Ensure a solid investment plan to manage assets with standard prudence.

Step 4

Maintain a capital investment plan to support future station, equipment and apparatus
replacement.
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Objective C: Increase the Districts financial transparency for internal and external
customers.

Step 1

Expand and utilize social media in a more efficient and productive manner (Webpage,
Twitter, Facebook).

Step 2

Improve public outreach by increasing frequency and quality of communications.

Step 3

Continue to involve our internal customer with the planning and implementation of our
annual budget process.
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Battalion Chief

Cliff Martin

Operations

Battalion Chief

Troy Patterson

Operations

Captain

Casey Anderson

Operations

Captain

Rick Busch

Operations

Captain

Jana Gilchrist

Operations

Captain

Russ Hosmer

Operations

Captain

Thom Jeffries

Operations

Captain

Eric Schultz

EMS

Captain

Steve Williams

Operations

Captain

Bret Williamson

Training

Lieutenant
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Operations

Lieutenant

Mike Tavalez

Operations

Deputy Fire Marshall

Brian Notary

Prevention

Union President/EMS Officer

Mike Kary

Local 2403

Firefighter I

Mike Eason

Operations

Engineer

Ryan Notary

Operations

Fire Medic

Shawn Chapin

Operations

Fleet Mechanic

Alan Gosselin

Fleet

Executive Administrative Assistant

Sandy Danne

Administration

Operations Administrative Assistant

Lorri Duncan

Administration
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